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Abstract
It is common problem with complex software systems that
although usually they work as intended, after some time of usage
security-critical flaws poop up. In order to alleviate this problem,
this paper aims to demonstrate the application potential and
benefits of the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) which is a widely used
method in quality assurance. FTA is used as an integral part of
the software quality management process to identify the causes
of suspected security vulnerabilities by complementing the
widely used testing procedures.

1 Introduction
It is a quite usual scenario that a software system meets the requirements of the customers,
i.e. all the demanded functionality is built-in, but the product is not secure. For example, a Web
browser perfectly downloads and displays the pages requested by the user, runs the scripts placed
on them, but as a result of an unforeseen malicious instruction sequence, it makes the information
stored on the hard drive accessible. Often, due to the complexity of the software system, developers
are not able to identify all the security risks before the actual deployment. When these flaws are costintensive in addition to the usual verification techniques it could be beneficial to use well-established
methods in the traditional areas of quality assurance, such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [2][10] or
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [6].
In this paper, we discus some application details of the FTA in case of a software project
illustrating the concepts by a practical example. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives a short introduction to the ideas of FTA including the preliminary risk analysis and introducing
a short program written in C, followed by the exploration of cause and effect relationships and the
construction and explanation of the fault tree. The conclusions are drawn in Section 3

2 Fault Tree Analysis
FTA, by focusing on catastrophic events, allows the identification of environmental conditions
under which an otherwise correct system state (mode of operation) may become safety critical. The
method was originally developed in the 1960s in the United States by Bell Labs for the safety analysis
of the Minuteman missile system [2], and has subsequently been widely used in the mechanical and
electronics industries to assess the reliability of various systems.
In our case the aim of the analysis is to evaluate the safety of a software design or
implementation and to eliminate risks. As a result, the design can be modified to achieve the required
level of safety. Fault tree analysis allows
- to identify all errors and combinations of errors leading to a main event and their causes,
- detection of critical events and event chains,
- build test cases to identify the most dangerous modules,
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- clear and transparent documentation of the propagation mechanisms.
The design of software systems can be described as a forward chaining (data-driven) inference
process, where developers build incrementally refined components from initial data, expectations
and previously created components, not necessarily for the same conditions.
The method described below, in contrast, uses a backward chaining (goal-driven) technique.
The analyst looks at the system from a completely different perspective to the designer. It starts from
a hypothetical system failure (main event) and progressively explores the component and subsystem
failure modes that lead to the occurrence of that event. The clear work is supported by a faststructured graphical representation (Fig. 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Fault tree – part 1
Fault tree analysis is independent of the programming language and technique used. However,
in most cases cannot be independent from the hardware and operating system. The human factor,
user inattention or incompetence is often an important factor of the analysis.
FTA can be applied at all stages of the software life cycle, from the preliminary design to
maintenance operations, but it is recommended to be performed primarily at the end of software
design or coding phases.
2.1 Preliminary risk analysis
The software fault tree analysis is preceded by a risk analysis of the whole system, which
identifies undesirable events that could have serious consequences. It is important not to get lost in
the details here, the analysis team must have a clear boundary to identify which issues are safety
critical. However, one needs to be aware of the fact that in a complex system, not all threats can be
identified in advance, and thus the effectiveness of the method strongly depends on the knowledge
and expertise of the FTA team.
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Figure 2. Fault tree – part 2
To illustrate the concepts that arise in explaining the method, consider a simple program that
contains file operations and dynamic memory allocation. The task of the software is to read the
content of a text file and display it on the console. The main() function first asks the user for the file
name and then calls the Load() function, which opens the file, counts the new line characters,
allocates memory for an array of pointers that will store the addresses of the character arrays storing
the individual text lines. They are read from the file in a while loop. The Load() function returns with
the address of the pointer array and its size (number of lines) becomes also available thanks to the
reference type first argument of the function.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
typedef char* text;
text* Load(int& i, char *fn)
{
char z[81];
FILE* fp;
errno_t err;
text* T = NULL;
err = fopen_s(&fp, fn, "r");
if (err == 0)
{
int no = 0;
int c;
while ((c = fgetc(fp)) != EOF)
if (c == '\n') no++;
T = new text[no];
i = 0;
rewind(fp);
while (fgets(z, 81, fp) != NULL)
{
T[i] = new char[81];
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strcpy(T[i], z);
i++;
}
fclose(fp);
}
return T;
}
int main()
{
printf("File name: ");
char fn[13];
gets_s(fn);
int no=0;
text* T = Load(no,fn);
if(T!=NULL)
for(int i=0;i<no;i++)
printf("%s", T[i]);
getchar();
return 0;
}

During the preliminary risk analysis, the team conducting the analysis highlighted the threat
described as "Program crash caused by buffer overflow". This threat will be considered as main
event (root of the fault tree) in the next step.
2.2 Exploring cause and effect relationships
The starting point for the analysis is the list of hazards identified in the preliminary risk analysis.
In the general case it can contain several threats. These are processed one by one, assuming the
occurrence of the main event they define. For each hazard on the list an individual fault tree will be
constructed, and so several fault trees are developed in parallel or in sequence. Starting from the
root cause (the main event), the events or deficiencies that caused the main event are identified and
then, one by one, these are explained, using a recursive technique, to arrive at a detailed
understanding of all the causes. In more complex situations, a fishbone (Ishikawa) diagram can be
used to make the work systematic and transparent.
An event can be triggered by several conditions. If any of these conditions alone can cause
the event, they are linked to the event through a logical "or" gate. If the failure occurs only when all
conditions are satisfied simultaneously, the linkage is made through a logical 'and' gate. This
extension shall continue until further explanation/development of the event is no longer possible.
The extension will also stop if the occurrence of an event is the effect of a hardware failure that is
independent of the software. The graphical representation of the fault tree applies the symbols
presented in Table 1.
In our example, a careful analysis of this small software shows that a buffer overflow can occur
in the following three scenarios: (1) after the user enters the file name, (2) after reading a text line
from the file, and (3) after reading the last text line from the file.
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Table 1. Graphical symbols [5]
Symbols

Description
Description of the subsystems and events

OR gate, the output occurs if any input occurs

>=1
,

AND gate, the output occurs only if all inputs occur

&
,

Basic (primary) failure event

External (normal) event

Undeveloped event

Transfer symbol

The events represented by the leaves of the tree, can be divided into three classes:
- Basic (primary) failure event. It can be a random event. It does not require any further
expansion. It is a leaf node in the tree.
- External (normal) event. Is does not represent a fault, it is normally expected from the
system.
- Undeveloped event. It has no consequences or there is not enough information about it. It
is not further considered in the analysis.
A primary event is a failure that occurs under the prescribed operating conditions. Its cause
lies in the design or coding of the software module (component). The identification of all primary
events is one of the most important goals of FTA.
After identifying of all the conditions that can trigger the main event the next step is a qualitative
and/or quantitative analysis of the fault tree. The term quantitative analysis means that based on the
probabilities of occurrence of the basic, external and undeveloped events one determines the
corresponding probabilities of the intermediate events as well as the probability associated to the
main event. This helps to determine the real threat represented by the individual events.
Unfortunately, the needed probabilities are seldom available especially in case of new software
products. Therefore, a qualitative analysis is usually carried out where the main focus is on
identifying the minimal cut set, i.e. the smallest set of basic events that can trigger the main event.
The last step of FTA is the reduction or elimination of the risks that lead to the main event.
Here the usual solution is either to include verification measures into the code to detect the existence
of conditions in time to allow intervention or to redesign the code. Verifications can be done through
condition checks and feedback, which are commonly used in traditional programming, or through
exception handling, which is a popular technique in object-oriented approach.
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3 Conclusions
Fault tree analysis provides a systematic, deductive approach to identify all the flaws of a
program that can lead to the occurrence of a non-desired safety-critical event, the so called main
event. This kind of search for safety-critical code represents a very small fraction of the whole work
invested in the software project, and the associated costs are negligible compared to the costs of
testing and verification. The resulting code is also much more robust.
Further research will consider the application of different computational intelligence methods
(e.g. [3][7][9][11]) during the analysis.
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